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way of the acceptance of
mind over matter, arise, as

difficulties in the

in the control of

a
is

known, from a consideration of the nature of
matter and energj-. It is idle to dismiss these difficulties in the easy way adopted by idealists and semiidealists; for whether we know much or little about
matter and energy, both unquestionably exist, and
both have their immutable laws. Any treatment of
the subject which does not embrace these prime factors, must be rejected by rational thinkers as inadewell

quate.

To

known

absolute materialist, the

the

properties

and energ}' preclude the belief in a control
of either by mind; and with the rejection of this belief
we must abandon all ideas of persistency of mind,
of matter

that

of the

is

possibility of

and

sciousness,

of the

supreme person.

From

the immortality of

existence

of

con-

view it follows
that with the disappearance of protoplasm from the
universe, mind would disappear; and that the development and extension ^of mind depend on the production and distribution of protoplasm.
But the facts of
observation do not sustain this side of the question
any better than they do the position of the idealists.
Nothing is better known than the fact that motions
of the animal organism take place under the stimulus
of conscious states, as of hunger, cold, fear, anger,
etc.; and that those motions have direct reference to
this point of

the sensations thus experienced.

proper relative motion to be

It is

true that the

made under

the stimulus

be learned by animals; but the
a sensation, and the experience gained

of a sensation, has to

Dollar;

Single Copii

as is well known, arises from the nervous centres,
whence it has been released by energy of the sensory
type, which is due to stimulus derived from some

form

energy external to the body, either molecular
or molar.
As has been remarked, the
outgoing motion has a rational relation to the incoming stimulus, and it is therefore believed that at some
point in the process, and at some place in the organism, the direction of the outgoing energy is determined. The position of such direction has been more
or less exactly ascertained by physiological research.
The acts involving the greatest degree of intelligent
design receive their stamp in the cerebral hemispheres,
and as we retreat from this region backwards and
downwards along the nervous axis, the outcoming motions are less and less intelligent in their character and
more and more devoted to primitive and organic procof

(sound,

etc.),

esses.

primitive or

a

Two

It is

common

generally supposed both by physiology and by

thought, that an animal organism does, in the

manner and

at the place

above defined, determine the

course of the energy of motion, through an intrinsic
property of its life, which is called 70///. This term is
usually restricted to the direction of motions which
display especial design, and which are performed dur-

ing a conscious state, and especiall}' to those which re-

some effort. Such acts are called "voluntary."
Such acts, however, become, by repetition, "habitual;"
and when thoroughly learaed by the organism may be
performed unconsciously, thus becoming "automatic,"
and "reflex." An act of will is not only a vital act, it
quire

is

The
is an aspect of mind.
can be no longer called mental as it

a mental act; for will

point at which

it

reference to conscious states are the

It is
enters the automatic stage, is not easily fixed.
perhaps not a hard and fast line. We cannot enter
on a discussion of this point here.
This " will " must not be confounded with " free
The direction of energy which it signifies, is
will."
always strictly under the dominion of motives, which
are also mental conditions, and which are themselves
The lowest form of movethe result of experience.
ments cannot be said to be due to any motive other

masses.

than that of the agreeable sensation

stimulus
is

due

tal

is

sensation,

much

The memory involved

a

men-

and the general rules learned

after

to sensations.

is

experience, are also mental sensations.

What-

ever the intrinsic relations between these classes of
sensations

may

head, which, by
ness.

be, they all

common

come under one general

consent,

is

called conscious-

Of course the motions which take place with

movements of
These movements are due to releases of
energy (as muscular contractility, supplied by nutrition, heat, etc.) set on foot by the nervous energy, or
what represents it in the lowest animals. This energy,

it

produces; while

the higher are due to most complex considerations, the
resultant being the " strongest inducement."

"free-will"

we have

With

therefore nothing to do at present.
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above defined signifies a determination
energy (and therefore of matter) in
accordance with the desires and designs of consciousness; that is, with reference to pleasure and pain, of
It does not mean that enlesser or greater degree.

The

will as

of the direction of

ergy is created, but that it is directed or determined.
Creation of energy is not possible under the law of
conservation of energy. But it is also claimed that a
direction of energy is equally impossible; and that it
is as much in violation of the law of conservation of

energy as would be its creation. If we treat this question scientifically, however, we must, I think, be led to
It is simply impossible to exa different conclusion.
plain the movements of animals and men in any other

way than by the usual supposition that they control
these movements by mental process, in response to
stimuli from without or within.

We

have no reason

designed acts were first learned in unconsciousness, andthat consciousness merely observes
know on the conthat they are being performed.
trary that designed acts have to be learned, and that
the condition of learning is attention, which is a high
to believe that

We

To secure this attention
degree of consciousness.
stimulation of consciousness must be employed, as is
well

known

breaking and training of animals,
In any case, effort is
of children.

in the

and the education
This

necessary.

is

an exercise of

mind

attention of the

matter to be learned.

is

directed to

Among

by which the
and kept on the

will

animals in a wild

state,

the environment furnishes the stimulation, and with
the consciousness and

memory which

they undoubted-

education has gone steadily forward
As I have
of life to the present day.

COURT.

from the primary stimulus to the outcome in action.
It must be remembered, however, that this result has

come about through education, which
more or less successful attempts

the design, until final success

execute an act

sists in

phenomena

of evolution.

it can be realized, by expresshave done* in the language, " that
energy may be conscious." This relieves us of the
dualistic idea, that a something (consciousness) can
exist apart from energy and matter, and influence them
from the outside. This is not the state of the case.
The situation is monistic; matter and energy may be
conscious, and remain so under proper conditions.

consciousness, so far as
ing the fact as

Under

I

certain other conditions this attribute disap-

pears.

We

are

now prepared

to consider the nature of the

This must be done under its two aspects,
In the case of
the automatic and the truly voluntary.
designed acts which are automatic, the reason for the
automatism is known to be due to the existence of a
completed mechanism through which the energy passes
act of will.

Origin

of tVie Fittest; Art. Catagenesis, p. 428.

Failure to

attempted, does not preclude

mind over the material

is

of

mode of accomThe control con-

the construction of molecular

which the act

mechanism by

ultimately performed without effort of

This is the history of the origin of the
innumerable "automatic voluntary" acts of animals,
and it is probable that all the reflex and organic activities, except those that are purely physical and chemical, may have had their origin in this way in the long
past ages of geologic time.
Will, then, as a mental act directed towards the
non-mental environment of the mind, controls the
movements (energy) of that environment. This statement may be called occultism, and I suppose, justly.
But such is the fact, and in that fact we perceive one
consciousness.

of the especial characteristics of

with energy and matter.

The

compared
consumes
the execution by

mind

as

act of willing

energy, but the direction given to

no mechanical equivalent.
Now, this
harmonizes perfectly with another fact of mental
action, which illustrates and enforces the doctrine here
defended. Acts of will are dependent for their character on mental motives which may have been of long
that will has

fact

or brief presence in the

or

better realize the directive character of

accomplish

plishing the result has to be learned.

from the dawn
elsewhere remarked, this education has formed their
habits, and thus directed their movements, conscious
and unconscious; and these have led the changes in

may

to

the body, but proves that the correct

tives are the

We

first

the idea of the control of the

ly possess, their

their structure, causing the

when

is

consists of va-

reached.

rious

mind

prior to the act.

product of emotional or intelligent

Mostates,

more usually of both in co-operation. Now, the
mechanical equivalent of thought-processes cannot be
I
a measure of the content of the thought-process.
have expressed this proposition in the following gen"The amount of thought can most assureral form:
edly be measured; the quality of thought can not." *
The motive is a judgment or preference resulting
from the emotional or rational state, or both; and it is
evident that though every act of judging or preferring
costs energy, the mental considerations involved in
forming such judgments and preferences cannot be
expressed in terms of energy. In other words consciousness has a field of its own where it ranges free
from the bonds of energy. And out of this field
issues -the will, which is the act of coercion of that
which is outside the field of mind.
The occult relations of mind to matter then are
two; first, in the acts of will; second in the acts of
reaching judgments or motives. It is evident that
both before and after the construction of automatic
mechanisms, occasions for decisions between alternatives arise.
* Proceedings

Where mechanisms

Ameririn Piiilosophical Society.

exist, this

means

1871, Origin of Fittest, p. 205.
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two or more

a choice as to which of
used to accomplish a given result.

them

of

shall be

An animal which
pursued by another, may run into a hole or may ascend a tree for safety. In the two cases totally differThe animal, /or reasons, elects
ent muscles are used.
Another
to use the one set rather than the other set.
animal may throw one ear forward to catch a sound
Mechanisms to accomplish
rather than the other ear.
In this case the animal
the movement of both exist.
directs the energy to one set of muscles rather than to
Or an animal will use both ears alternately,
another.
or turn the head from side to side, to hear and
see what is behind, each time choosing which
muscles it will move. This is the common will of the
animal, acting from the simplest of motives, not free,
of course, but none the less a remarkable property of
protoplasm, conscious and unconscious. No inorganic
machine can do this.
The question now arises, what relation do these
decisions bear to the amount of energy expended in
is

resulting

the

energy, and

act

A

?

a mental

movement costs
The act

physical

energy.

costs

act

costs energy, and the more perfectly
performed, and the method of doing it is
understood, the more perfectly is the energy consumed

willing

of

the act

is

in those

processes, and the

less

dissipated as heat.

But does the decision to use the left hand, eye, or ear
more or less than the decision to use those of
Does the decision
the opposite side ? Evidently not.
to climb a tree cost more than the decision to enter a
hole? I venture to say that it costs a man no more
cost

to decide

to build a house, than to decide to stand a

brick on end, so far as the act itself
is

is

concerned.

It

may

true that the process of reaching one motive

more than the process of reaching another, on
account of the greater number of elements or quesBut the
tions involved in one than are in the other.
cost

rational relation of the conclusion to the premises

question of consciousness

all

the

way

through.

is

a

And

the conclusions are reached for sensational reasons,

COURT.
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memory.

it

outside of the mechanical category.

It is

some persons; sight more perthan any of the others. Emotions may be reproduced by memory, but in a weakened form. It is
only purely intellectual processes that are exactly refectl)'

produced both

getic matter

is

mind over

ener-

so limited in our experience, appears

elements of mind, sensation,
and memory, are qualitative as well as quantitative
to be, that the primitive

memory

to

energy

of the

The

qualitative

sensory impression.

of

In other words the more

violent the impression the less exactly
tion reproduced; while the

the sensation the

relation

however, very remarkable. Its
be in inverse ratio to the strength

is,

precision appears to

more

and

intensity.

These

stroy the physical basis of

dent that as
esses,

it

memory

is

memory.

It

is

also evi-

a part of the rational proc-

persists in a physical basis

whose sensations

are the least obtrusive, although of the highest im-

portance; a physical basis to which ordinary sensation

conveyed rather as a matter

is

as a present fact.
tissue has a

of information than

In fact every kind of conscious

memory

of its

own

function,

and the

highest form, that which reasons, has information of
all the rest.
Whether memory has
any occult functions may be questioned, but it must
be remembered that generalization is impossible with-

the sensations of

out

it.

Thus we have reached the important conclusion
that

all

matter which performs designed acts, exwhich is not correlated

hibits a metaphysical quality

it expends in so acting.
by virtue of this quality that mind gives direction
to energy, and therefore to matter, without violating
the law of conservation of energy. This is impossible
on any dualistic conception of these relations. Quantitatively, mental processes are an expression of
energy; qualitatively (purely), they are not, and the
directive element in mind belongs to the qualities and
not to the quantities. This is perhaps the most important fact which can be known to man. It embraces
in its scope the general relation of mind to the Universe, both as master and servant of matter, and is
It shows us what
full of promise of future growth.
Mind is, and that while it cannot violate the axiomatic properties of matter, it has control enough to
make its existence good rather than evil.

with the quantity of energy
It is

ECONOMIC CONFERENCES.
II.

BY WHEELBARROW.

This is Daniel in the lions den," said the showman, " and you will observe that Daniel doesn't care
a copper cent for the lions; and by looking closer you
"

the control of

equivalents of energy.

as to character

facts * lead us to suspect that strong sensations de-

an

extra-phj'sical process.

The reason why

sensations of the special senses can be

feebly reproduced in

not mechanical ones; but even in the latter case the
fact of a conclusion being reached for "reasons"
places

993

Violent pleasures and pains cannot be reproduced in

more

is

delicate

certainly can

it

the sensa-

and refined

be reproduced.

notice that the lions don't care for Daniel."

will

A

good resemblance to Daniel was Mr. Lyman J. Gage,
confronting the working men at the Madison Street
Theatre, and showing them the beneficence of National
Banks. A very good resemblance to the lions was the
eager crowd glaring upon him and waiting to devour
him.

To

neither
I

the credit of both parties be

was

it

afraid of the other.

have enumerated them

in the

American Naturalist

for

i

said that
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osity,

that we should gaze with curinot with awe, at a living millionaire, that ab-

was only natural
if

normal development of American equality; that we
should wonder how he lived, and on what meat he fed.
I always feel exhilarated when I hear a courageous
man defend his own opinions, whether I agree with
him or not; and it was like a wholesome tonic to hear
a National banker before a hostile audience maintain
Some of
the just and useful cl aracter of his trade.
the crowd were disappointed when they looked for
the cunning eye and hard features which are said to
be types of millionaire faces in Chicago. This man's
face was refined, if not strong, and classic rather than
A gentle presence is of great importance to
coarse.
a speaker, and good looks often help lame logic.

Some

high-caste ladies " graced " the boxes, but

Like
the rich woman who confessed that she once went out
as far as Evanston "to see the peasantry," those ladies had come to see the laborers of a great city in
economic conference with a banker. They looked
down upon us very much as the patrician wives of
Rome looked down from the boxes in the CoUiseum

their presence was too evidently a condescension.

upon the plebeians below.
Mr. Gage advocated our present banking system
as a necessary and valuable ingredient in American
social organization, and in this he was right, if the prevailing conditions that encompass labor, trade, and
A large majority
capital, are natural, just and wise.
however, believe that the National
an eruption on the surface of society indicating impurities within, and this impression
Mr. Gage did little to remove. He reasoned thus:
Exchange of products is a good thing, banking facilitates exchange of products, therefore the National
Bank System is good. I see a fallacy in this reasoning
although I may not be able to separate it from the
I have heard the war praised
tangle of the argument.
by stump orators in the same way. They said the
National Banks provide a sound currency, because the
notes are secured by national bonds, which are secured
by national debt, made by national war. No war no
debt, no debt no bonds, no bonds no banks, no banks
no currency. I know this chain has a flaw in it although it appears to be sound.
Mr. Gage, instead of defending the National Bank
System as a monopoly necessary to a safe currency
maintained that it was no monopoly at all, and he gave
us the dictionary meaning of the word monopoly.
Working men care little about the etymology of a
word, or the Latin or the Greek of it; we regard only

of his audience,

Banking System

is

the fact it expresses. It may be true that monopoly
means the "sole power" to carry on a certain business, and that National Banks have no such power be-

cause any

five

men

with

fifty

thousand dollars may

National Bank; nevertheless, if the law confers
upon National Banks certain privileges which other

start a

banks have

not, then to the full extent of those privi-

I do not mean that
mischievous because it is a monopoly, it may in fact be beneficial to the community,
but this is what Mr. Gage ought to have shown to the
working men.
When Mr. Gage gave us the catalogue of powers
and privileges enjoyed by the National Banks, he forgot
to mention the most important one of all, the exclu-

leges they have a monopoly.

every monopoly

is

sive right to issue currency.

A

prohibitory tax of ten

per cent, upon the circulating notes of all private
banks and bankers limits the issue of currency to
the National Banks.
The reason given for this is the

duty of protecting the people from what is known as
Wildcat banking, and I am inclined to think that the
reason is a good one. I regret that Mr. Gage avoided
this question, because the prejudice of the working
men against the National Banks is largely built upon
a misunderstanding of the " money power," given to
the banks by the exclusive privilege to issue currency.

Although the title of his lecture was " Banking
and the Social System," Mr. Gage made no attempt
to show any moral agreement between the National
Banks and our social system. The one part of his
theme had no relation to the other. He spoke on the
social question and he spoke well, but he has placed
himself under the yoke of the political economists,
and allowed himself to be awed by their portentous
jargon and their stately axioms. He is a victim of the
patent medicine
science."
ize

them

men who

They take

profess the " contemptible

a few accidental facts, general-

into a principle, express this in a rotund for-

it upon everybody as an orthodox prescription. After comparing the labor " trusts"
and the capital "trusts," and showing that any unnatural profits made by either of them must result in
drawing competitors to the trade or business in such
numbers that the profits vanish, leaving the competition behind to plague the investors of the trust, Mr.
Gage was betrayed into the mistake of wrapping up
his whole argument in the ponderous old formula
compiled by the medicine men about the rate of
wages. He said,'" the wages of labor will rise and
fall as the number of wage-workers increases or di-

mula, and then impose

minishes in relation to the existing quantity of capital.
If capital increase in a greater ratio than the populaIf the population increase in a
tion, wages will rise.
faster ratio

than capital, wages will

fall.

No

combi-

nation can long resist the silent but irresistible influ-

ence of this principle."
I think there is no such principle, and the claim
for it appears to have no foundation except an occa-

THK OPKN
We see it verified in particular cases,
sional example.
and erroneously think that it is of universal application.
I
am often stunned by the heavy maxims
thrown at me by the economists, and before I have
time to recover my senses I have confessed their
Long ago I was confused by this maxim, but
claim.
when I brought a little moral intelligence to bear on
it, I saw that its character was bad, and as it was unsound in ethics I knew that it was unsound in politics
Out of it grows the arrogant theory of a " surtoo.
plus population," the surplus being always the unemployed poor, and never the unemployed rich. Out of
it grows the cannibalistic doctrine that working men
must eat one another or perish. It makes every wageworker the competitor and the enemy of every other.
It elevates war to the dignity of a moral science because it kills men and diminishes the number of wageworkers. Capital never makes wages except for its
own profit, population makes wages by creating a demand for supplies. Verj' often the wage-worker creates the capital before he can draw any share of it as
wages. Like a pin in a toy balloon one touch of reality explodes the whole doctrine and reduces it to
collapse.
Let us apply the pin to the air-balloon sent
up by Mr. Gage, " if capital increase in a greater
ratio than the population, wages will rise."
In 1884, Mr. Blaine, in a carefully prepared paper,
said that the capital of the United States had increased
from fourteen thousand million dollars in i860, to
An inforty-four thousand million dollars in 1880.
crease of thirty thousand million dollars in twenty
years, although during four years of that time the
wealth of the nation was wasted in war, and wageworkers >vere killed by the thousands. Does not the
touch of this one statement explode the balloon? Will
Mr. Gage pretend that wages increased in the ratio of
increased capital, even allowing that it increased at
all?
His formula might be correct if amended thus:
" If capital increase in a greater ratio than the population wages ought to rise."
His proposition fails because there is no power in social economics to compel
capital to pay high wages, but population is driven by
natural forces to make wages because men must eat,
wear clothes, and live in houses. To provide for its
own comfortable

existence population

wheels of industry in motion.

sets

all

The workers create

the
the

and we invent an economic contradiction
when we make increased capital attendant on the diminished number of the people who produce it. Men
are driven to supply their own wants by labor, and
thus make wages for each other.
The reason they do
not make high wages is because their energies are not

capital,

free;

artificial

obstructions are placed in the

industrial ambition; the worker's

are withheld from

him by

law,

natural

and that

way

of

resources
" increased
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capital" which Mr.

Gage thinks raises wages, is combined successfully in a hundred ways for the purpose
of keeping wages down.
Because the working men themselves have been
many follies and some crimes through their
belief in Mr. Gage's doctrine, I wish to show its influence on them.
It did more than any other article
in Labor's creed to freeze up the sympathies of the
English working men. We were always praying for
war so that " capital might increase in a greater ratio
than population." When cholera swept the land we
saw the triumph of Mr. Gage's principle and rejoiced.
When a colliery explosion killed two hundred men,
although we felt actual sorrow, there was mingled
with our grief some abstract joy, for the ratio of population to capital was lessened, and we had fewer competitors in the labor market.
This false economics
hardened our hearts and debased our character. How
led into

could there be brotherhood

among men who

believed

they were taking bread from one another?

I

was

cured of the doctrine by an old farmer in Vermont,
and I cheerfully advertise his recipe.
Shortly after landing in this country I got a job of

town of Windsor
and the digging was very hard. One
day we were knocked off on account of rain, and I put
in the day doing chores for a farmer whose house was
That night he
close to the shanty where I lived.
gave me a good supper, and after supper we sat outside on the door step and " calmly smoked and jawed."
I felt that I was an intruder upon the United States
because I was adding one more to the labor population, and diminishing the rate of wages in that "ratio."
My farmer friend was polite enough to say that no
apologies were necessary, and that the obligation was
all on the other side; that in point of fact the United
States of America was much indebted to me for com" I reckon you," he said, " as a clear gain of one
ing.
thousand dollars to the capital of the country." This
wild heresy bewildered me, and I explained to him
that I did not bring five cents with me to buy a welcome, but he insisted that brawn and brain were part
of a nation's capital, and the source of all its capital,
that population and capital must increase and diminish together, and that they were not antagonistic factors in fixing the rate of wages.
I see now that he
was right, although I did not see it then; and while
particular exceptions to his principle may be found in

work

in building a railroad near the

in that State,

actual business, yet
to

I

am

convinced that when applied

the vast aggregate of the nation including

population and

and

all

its capital,

his doctrine

is

all

its

morally

politically sound.

follow the old man's argument as well as I can;
was something like this: A health}' 3'oung man of
twenty, working on the railroad, receives as wages
I

it
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one dollar a day. Allowing for loss of time by reason
of rainy days and other causes, and giving him two
hundred and fifty days work in a year, he receives in
ten years two thousand five hundred dollars. His work
He has certainly put three
is worth more than that.
thousand five hundred dollars into the railroad values
of the country. This is a contribution of one thousand
dollars to the capital of the nation in ten years. This
rule will apply to all the other workers, and Mr.
Blaine's figures are evidence that the estimate is low.
Admitting that large numbers of men are a loss instead of a gain, that they eat more than they earn,
nevertheless,
result

is

is this.

when

the national balance

struck the

is

an enormous aggregate gain. Another test
Every generation leaves behind it something

popuand increase of capital are in direct proportion
to each other, and that the relations between them are
not to be estimated by the Inverse Rule of Three.
I once heard a judge tell a lawyer that statutes are
for the succeeding one, proving that increase of

lation

to be construed in favor of

tends beyond

human

human

codes. It

is

This rule ex-

life.

the law of the moral

economy cannot reverse it. The
Gage is in favor of human
makes living men a dead weight upon the

universe, and political

doctrine quoted by Mr.

death.

It

What

public weal, a dangerous paradox.

Gage himself say

"With

says this:

country

is

in

does Mr.

refutation of his doctrine?

He

a population of sixty millions this

sparsely settled, and will support under

two or three hundred millWhy then does he moralize
about imprudent marriages and a redundant populaIn that one sentence he surrendered himself a
tion?
If the country possesses
prisoner to Mr. Schilling.
the abundant natural advantages which Mr. Gage
describes, why are a million wage-workers out of work?
If the country is " sparsely settled," why do men jostle
each other and suffocate each other in the labor
market? If " the treasures of mineral wealth beneath

good

industrial conditions

ions in peace and plenty."

the surface are inexhaustible,"

why

is

not their op-

Is it not because capital owns the
underground cellar and keeps it locked from
Mr. Gage's admission that the country is

ulence developed?

key

of the

labor?

sparsely settled while
haustible

its

natural resources are inex-

was a strong support

to

the claim of Mr.

Schilling that labor shall be given access to the surface of the earth, to the forests

upon

it

and

to

the

minerals below.

When
trial

Mr. Gage advocated " co-operation indus-

and otherwise

"

as a social remedy, there

was

loud applause in the pit and in the gallery, as

if he
condescended to patronize one of the absolute virtues such as temperance, honesty, industry, or
brotherly love.
Perhaps the niost elastic and change-

had

just

able bit of

sham

in the labor

debate

is

the " co-opera-

tion " excuse for the mistakes

and offenses

of " organ-

ized capital " and "organized labor."
is

not a principle,

it

Co-operation
never was anything but an ex-

sometimes wise and sometimes not;
sometimes good and sometimes bad. It may be virtuous or not, according to its purpose and its action.
What do you co-operate for? is the test question that
must be answered by the Knights of Capital, and by
the Knights of Labor, and upon the answer the qualThe
ity and value of the co-operation must depend.
co-operation of the Knights of Capital to develop coal
mines and bring the coal to Chicago is beneficial, but
the co-operation of Knights of Capital to raise the
pedient, a plan,

is mischievous.
The co-operation of the
Knights of Labor to raise their own wages is good;
their co-operation to lower the wages of other men is
bad. The co-operation of the Knights of Capital to
boycott their workmen who refuse to " sign the document," is tyrannical and unjust; the co-operation of
the Knights of Labor to boycott the craftsmen who
decline to sign their document, is equally tyrannical.
Co-operation is good only so far as its aims and methods are generous and just.
In my youth I received some benefit through the efforts of a benevolent society for the education of the
poor.
It is very gratifying to me that I have lived to
return the favor. Two months ago I had the honor
to organize in the City of Chicago a society for the
education of the rich. The pupils are becoming numerous, but we hope to have schools large enough
It is a melancholy sight
to accommodate them all.
to see so many ignorant rich, destitute of proper instruction, rushing blindly downward " without God
and without hope in the world."

price of coal
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HABIT.
is wrong," summarizes the
distinctive tenets of a creed which has for centuries
biased the ethics of the Aryan nations, and found its
fullest expression in the asceticism of the Buddhistic
world-renouncers. The charge of impious ingratitude
fails to influence the converts of a doctrine which supplements the belief in the total depravity of the material world with the dogmas of supernaturalism, and
transfers its hopes from the disappointments of the
"

Whatever

present to

is

pleasant

the unalloyed beatitude of a future ex-

istence.

"

That doctrine," says a champion of Utilitarian
mere survival of demonism, involving a

ethics, "is a

system of creation so diabolically arranged
sweets are secret poisons and its pleasures
nothing but baited traps."
belief in a

that

all

its

.

TME OPEN
"

would be the orthodox
the devil's own."

Nothing

the world

is

But the

else,"

repl}', for

temporal gratificonverse of making the

avoidance of pleasure a habitual rule of conduct, and
thus demonstrates the self-contradicting absurdity of
anti-naturalism, since by the

sources of affliction tend to

ment.

influence of habit the

become sources

Instinctive preferences

of enjoy-

and aversions are mere-

outcome of ancestral modes of life, continued
through a long series of generations; and the origin of
our so-called moral intuitions is strikingly illustrated
ly the

b}'

confidently appeal to the experience of

soldiers,

short average life-term of our latter-da}' gen-

quite irrespective of political or religious animosities.

Suwaroff, too, had whole companies of such man-

during the capture of Ismael) he would not have dared

— and

and direct rewards. Acts, often- repeated in defiance
of instinct and conscience, are soon performed with
callous indifference, and at last even with positive
predilection.
The Spanish conquerors of the New
World employed a species of bloodhounds descended
from the gaunt shepherd-dogs of the Spanish sierras,
and in spite of their reckless courage, at first extremely
reluctant to "use their fangs on the image of God,"
as Las Casas expresses it.
They had to be whipped
and bullied into compliance with the commands of

amount of
would follow the trail of an Indian as their
ancestors had followed the trail of a wolf, and at last
came to prefer a man-hunt to every other kind of
their ruthless masters, but after a certain

practice

sight of a slaughter-house inspires a

which has often been
used as an eloquent argument in favor of vegetarian
theories.
During an Easter picnic in the mountains
child with an instinctive horror

of Puebla, Mexico, I saw a little boy run shrieking
from the side of a cook who had just cut the throat of
a kid; and failing to engage the S3'mpath}' of the jeering bystanders, the emotional youngster flung himself
down at the foot of a tree, and for nearly an hour
hugged a pet poodle-dog with convulsive sobs. Hindoos will starve for weeks, rather than imbrue their
hands in the blood of a fellow-creature and shudder at

mere sight of a meat-axe.
Yet our professional butchers so thoroughl)' overcome that natural horror, that the veterans of our
slaughterhouses may often be seen smoking their
pipes or whistling a pleasant tune while their hands are
the

With a similar
Cuban slave-plantations
ply their cruel whips; and I have known army-surgeons,
who performed the ghastly work of the operationshedding continuous streams

of gore.

indifference the overseers of the

woodmost dreadful

table with all the equanimit}' of a professional
carver.

Even

military homicide, the

say that every protracted war develops a

amateur manslaughterers who
and survey
the hecatombs of a bloody battlefield very much as a
sportsman would examine the trophies of a successful
battue.
Ali Pashaw, the Turkish Mithridates, seems
to have rather encouraged that disposition in his followers, and had regiments who " howled for battle,"

irksome duties into a matter of spontaneous preference:
A path of routine, pursued at first in quest of remote
and indirect benefits, eventuallj^ produces its own dail}'

first

I

veteran

fight for carnage, rather than for conquest,

to

The

if I

all

certain percentage of

erations sufifices to turn the habitual performance of

sport.

a pleasant pastime, and

butchers, and confessed that on several occasions (as

the influence of personal habits.

The
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may become

of all duties,

may

belief in the sinfulness of

cations implies the logical
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check their fury of slaughter.
" Ein Schlachten war's, nicht eine Schlacht zu nennen,"

the age of hand to hand conflicts
enough ended with the total destruction of the vanquished army, as on the fatal field
of Xeres de la Frontera, where the tukbeer, the vic-

during

battles often

tory-shout of the

Moslem

fanatics,

gave the signal for

a remorseless massacre of the Gothic host.
Still

who

more numerous

is

that class of routine-soldiers

learn to plan and practice the wholesale destruc-

human

tion of

life

as a

common trade, and

go through

the routine of flanking and routing a hostile force with
" The
dismembered horse," said an old artillery-officer of my acquaintance, "gave me a sort of
physical pain; it seemed to twist my heart, as well as
my stomach, and I turned awa}' with the impression
that I should never get used to the spectacle of mangled human bodies. After a while, though, military
murder became a mere problem of target-practice.
During the last engagement of our battery, when I
saw forty men go down at a single discharge, I remember that my only emotion was a professional re-

absolute disregard of collateral consequences.

first

sight of a

gret that the scattering of a Gatling-gun volley
could not be confined to a horizontal plane of distribution."

Repeated experience
heart against the
first

still

symptoms

appeal so irresistibly to

passionate soul.

Court

In

a

more strangely steels the
mental agony which at
the sympathies of a com-

of

contribution

to

The Open

No. 5,) Prof. James Parton describes
his unspeakable anguish on witnessing the grief of a
poor mother whose only son was forced to bid his
native land a long farewell; but in the minds of veteran jailers and bailiffs far more harrowing scenes
" If you have
excite only a circumstantial interest.
(Vol.

anything like

I,

human

hearts," said the sister of a con-

me see my poor brother's face
once more; he is the only friend I ever had in this
world, and I have traveled forty miles afoot to tell him
good-bye."
demned

deserter, " let

'

THE OPEN COURT
"Wonder

if

she's going to slip

him

a file?" whis-

pered the old turnkey.
In times of protracted public calamities that moral
callousness becomes more general, and in the faminestricken cities of China

and Hindostan whole families

immoral sloth

of garrison-life;

to inveigh against the

and there

is

no doubt

that moral, rather than financial, considerations induce

hundreds of business-men to prefer the drudgery of
their counting-rooms to the elegant leisure of a bond-

have often starved to death in the public streets at the
very door of the charity-commissioner who contents
himself with entering their names in his district book

holder's

and deducting the daily sum of corpses with all the
opium-smoking complacency of a cattle-yard in-

unnatural

spector.

who used

tired guerilla-leader

life.

Even with such
knowledge or

qualifications as the pursuit of

gain, indoor life remains, at best, an

mode of existence; but the power of habit
goes further, and has more than once impelled pardoned prisoners to decline the boon of freedom, and

Under the influence of habit the virtue of industry
gradually becoming a secondary instinct, and in
many cases assumes the force of a controlling passion.

return to the brooding inactivity of their dungeons.

once saw an
old mare walking slowly in a circle which by a long
series of circuits had been worn into a grassless ring.
There was no driver near, nor any visible motive for
exertion, but the old nag turned and turned with in-

nothing so pleasing to human expectation
To be assured of everlasting
as personal immortality.
life without pain or care^ without weariness or satiety,
with friendships unalloyed and with knowledge ever

is

In the neighborhood of Santiago, Cuba,

defatigable patience.

my

I

" It's a mill-horse," explained

guide, " one of those old plantation hacks that are

turning the machinery of the sugar-mills. She has
tramped her rounds till she got too old to work a mill,

but the habit sticks to her bones, so she

around

To

in the

open

now

turns

is

increasing,

makes

all

trouble and sorrow in this world

—as

the mere dust that floats with
But is this pleasing dream an inspiration?
Do desire and expectation constitute an
infallible premise upon which to found unquestionable
opinions? And is there adequate compensation for

seem

as nothing

the passing breeze.

the loss of these cherished ideals?

prairie."

a country-boy, fresh from the sports of his na-

woodlands and mountains, office-work is, no
doubt, as irksome as tread-mill work to an unbroken
colt; yet our large cities abound with men to whom
industry, in some form or other, has become a daily
I know an ex-registrar who
condition of happiness.
in his old days fell heir to a snug fortune, and retired
to the country for the avowed purpose of passing his
But that " peace " proved less
last years in peace.
supportable than his wonted drudgery. Entertaining

tive

literature disagreed with his mental organism;

diversions failed to banish the

PERSONAL IMMORTALITY.
There

demon

of

social

ennui, and,

sundry compromise plans, the proprietor of a
fine country-seat volunteered the functions of an assistant postmaster, and regained his peace of mind in
the elaboration of monthly reports and the doubleafter

entry records of registered mail.

Man's body, like those of other animals, is composed of the elements of matter in chemical combination, and finally after its brief life, returns to form part
of the original stock from which it was constructed.
Does there dwell in this corruptible body an undying
and incorruptible personality? Does the Creator do
aught contrary to the universal and recognized laws
And is it not generally conceded
of life and death?
that anything and everything that will live " to eternity " has existed

The

"from

eternity?"

glorious sun must, in the nature of things, go

out in darkness.
of night "

must

The

stars that " glitter

finally

on the mantle

There may be a
resultant from the same

disappear.

new

birth of suns and stars,
cause which placed those now shining in the heavens,
and thus, by renewal, add light and lustre to the universe through a seeming eternity. So with all animate

immortal in the principle of
roll on unceasingly unless
checked by superior and antagonizing forces. Reproduction is therefore- an immortal principle precluding

and inanimate

The habitual exertion of physical energy is apt to
make a less laborious mode of life unendurably insipid.
There are men who fell trees and break horses

reproduction, whose cycles

from sheer force of old habit. " I've tried hot-house
gardening," a retired back-woods farmer told me a
year after his removal to his new city-home; " but,

the probability of personal immortality.

hang

it, it

long run.

seems too much

like play to stand

it

in the

I'm going to try landscape gardening and

haul up a few hundred good-sized shade-trees."
Under the inspiration of a similar impulse Elihu
Burritt, the " learned blacksmith," would every now
and then fling his grammars aside and make a grab for
Edmond About mentions a rehis sledge-hammer.

life; it

is

With

life

ends man's usefulness to the world or to his Creator.
Is it probable that he will be preserved for pain or
The monarchs
pleasure, for reward or punishment?
of the forest may be reproduced for an eternity of years
with unchanged and recurring seasons.
The grain of wheat from Egypt's tomb lost none of
its vitality during a sleep of three thousand years. The
frail, sensitive plant is equally immortal in its nature.

THE OPEN
there

If

is

the rose.

anything on earth too beautiful to die, it is
Yet with all its beauty and fragrance the

hoar frost regards
painting

its

it

not,

and the summer's sun,

loveliness, withers

after

without remorse, and

it

but for the hope inspired by this reproductive principle,

we should mourn its loss and weep at
Now we can truly say and rejoice that
fades and
Is

its

man

fragrance

know

destruction.

beauty never

And

is it

COURT.
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mindful, bearing in mind,' and

ability of bearing in mind,'

we

/Jv://ioviK6g,

'

having the

derive the word

Mne-

by which we denote the art of assisting the
memory.' The German minnen, to love,' is one of
the most beautiful of words; it also is derived from the
root MAN, and its etymological meaning may be best
expressed as a cherishing in one's mind in faithful
monics,

'

'

'

remembrance.'

everlasting.

an exception to this wise and wonderful

provision of nature?
to

is

its
its

'

not ample compensation

that old age, decrepitude and uselessness are

and beauty, and that
man's intelligence and virtues become an immortal
inheritance by his children?
E. H. Rood.
\_North American Heview.
to give place to youth, strength

—

GUSTAV FREYTAG'S NOVEL, THE LOST
'

MANU -

The deity of mental phenomena among the
Teutonic nations was Woden. He was the God of

He moved

the aerial sky.

in

the breezes of the at-

mosphere and was a personification of the air
tion.'
As such he naturally came to represent
'

mo-

spirit-

ual manifestations. Similarly the Latin animus (spirit)

and anima (soul) are etymologically the same as the
Greek dwuof, wind (from arifu, Sanscrit ««, 'to breathe,
breath (from spito blow '); and the Latin spirit us,
rare, to breathe ') came to mean in modern French
'esprit' and in English spirit, 'a ghost.'
The word ghost has a similar pedigree. Its equivalent in German is Geist, and if both are connected
with the Sanscrit vrt, 'to seethe,' Greek i^tu, 'to boil,'
we must recognize in the German Gischt and in the
English yeast humbler cousins of the more aristocratic
word Geist.
'

SCRIPT.'

in

'

'

A

from Gustav Freytag causes
has not been
written for the purpose of spreading philosophical or
social ideas.
The author's only intent has been to

me

letter lately received

to state that

'

The Lost Manuscript

create poetry and to truly picture
All the more, his ideas

human

life.

on the most

existence (which

'

vital question of

are so fully

supported by

the recent studies of the French psychologists as to

make them

scientific facts)

being a natural outflow of

the poet's brain, will take possession of the reader

who goes

further than reading for entertainment.

Edward

C.

Hegeler.

THE NATURE OF MIND.
J//;/(/ denotes the whole spiritual nature of man;
comprises the domain of his thoughts and sentiments, the remembrance as well as the purpose of his
intentions, and the whole frame of his character. The
word is one of the oldest and most indigenous expressions of our language.
We can trace its origin at
least as far back as that of any other word, and find
it

that for several

thousand years

its

primar\' meaning

has varied now
and then in its application, the general tenor of the
word has scarcely changed at all. The Sanscrit manas
is the Latin mens; it has been used by the ancient
Aryans in the same sense as the English mind, and
also the Greek iihoq has not strayed far from its etymology. The Anglo-Saxon Gemynd is derived from
the word munan, to think,' which is still preserved
in the German meinen, 'to have an opinion."
The
root MAN, from which these words have sprung, is
found also in the English man, a thinking being,'

has remained about the same.

If

it

'

'

German Mann, Mensch

mannisch,

(originally

i.

e.,

manish, or belonging to the kind of thinking beings).

Other derivatives indicate that the original meaning of
the root man must have been that of memory.'
The
Greek /ima^m means to remember.'
From /jf'/fuy,
'

'

The Icelandic Edda tells us that Odhin ( Woden')
had two ravens about him who reported everything
that happened in the world and were the messengers
Among the Teutonic nations the
of his commands.
raven was looked upon, and perhaps with more justice
than the owl in Athens, as the bird of learning. A
raven is clever and can be taught to speak. His stern
appearance, especially the simplicity of his black coat,
to suggest that he must be thoroughly versed
When the monks of the Middle Ages
in secret lore.
changed Woden into the Evil Spirit, the venerable

seemed

pagan scholarly divinity became companions
and sad omens of ill luck.
The ravens of Wodan were called Hugin and Munin; Hugin means 'thought' and Munin 'recollection
Munin is derived from the very same
or memory.'
root as the Anglo-Saxon munan and the English mind,

birds of

of the devil

'

while

Hugin (which

'

is

still

preserved in the

name

apparently intended to indicate the faculty
of invention, viz., the ability of the human mind to
create new ideas by combining the old materials of
Hugo')

is

memory into novel forms.
The gist of all this is that our ancestors considered
memory as the fundamental property of mind, and we
our

cannot but admire their keen power of observation
when modern physiology declares that memory is the
fundamental property of organized matter.
The word Mind is very different from the word
While spirit may be used in the sense of a
spirit.
bodyless hobgoblin which is nothing but spirit, mind

'

THK OPKN COURT.
always

signifies a spiritual or intellectual faculty in a

corporeal being.

the other.

According to the customary usage

of

the word,

mind can not be separated from matter. If it were
possible to separate mind from the organized matter
in which it appears, (as oxygen may be extracted from
carbonic acid,) we would no longer call it mind but
and very probably

spirit;

the word

mind

as a

this

special application of

phenomenon

of

the organized

matter in living bodies, has produced its extraordinary
stability and has prevented vagaries which can be observed in the history of the words spirit and ghost.
Mind accordingly is not a concrete something as
are material objects;

mind

is

a

phenomenon which

is

manifested in certain actions of organized matter. It
does not exist by itself, but exists in and with those

from which we have abstracted our noSimilarly life is no thing by itself, nor
exist apart from living beings. Life and mind

living bodies

mind.

tion of

does

it

(like so

many

other concepts) are generalizations of

which
under certain conditions they can be observed as
certain properties, abstracted from reality in

phenomena.

The question 'whether mind

controls matter' can

be understood in two ways: Either

it

means

that a

thinking being by means of his ability to think can
control the motion of matter in giving direction to a
certain

amount

of energy, or

it

means that mind alone, as

something by itself and apart from the organized matter
in which it appears, can act upon and control matter.
The former is a fact which cannot be doubted, and the
latter is an impossibility, since we know that mind by
itself does not exist.
Mind as it appears in realit)' is neither energy nor
matter, but it is a special form of energy working in

some organism. Form is the essential characteristic
The human mind is as much superior to
the animal mind as the structures of human brain are

of mind.

superior to those of animal brains.

no difference

in the

ferent brains,

and the amount

of

There

is little

or

chemical ingredients of the difof energy expended is

secondary importance.

But there
brain

is

a great difference in form, the

having more

structures.

complex

and

Similarly the difference

human

some additional
between more or

one of form. Let us take
for instance an old steam-engine of former years and
one recently built with all the latest improvements.
Both may have been constructed from the same materials, both may be furnished with the same amount
of coal, developing a certain amount of heat for a
certain time.
The differeuce of material in both machines, which may exist, is of secondary importance;
the chief and essential difference remains that of construction, which is a difference of form; — a difference

less effective

which enables the one

machines

is

which

It

is

to

do more

effective

work than

the form of the cogs and wheels

directs the motion of the energy

produced

in

the boiler.

The form of the gear in a machine, if considered as
form alone, apart from the material of which the machine consists and apart from the heat which makes
it work,
the mere form may exist as a plan in the
brain of the inventor or as a sketch on the canvass
of the draftsman but as a working instrument the mere
form does not exist in reality. The mere form cannot
drive the wheels and produce energy; and mind, the
mere abstract mind, cannot be said to have any effect
upon matter or to direct energy. But mind, as we
find it in reality, the mental activity of an organism,
the bodily reality of which is recognizable in certain
forms of living brain structures, this mind directs energy and has a powerful influence upon matter.
The word Mind sometimes has been used in the
According to our notion
sense of consciousness.
mind does not exclude unconscious mental activity,
but it certainly includes all conscious thoughts and
feelings.
Consciousness accompanies certain acts of

—

—

our brain.

amount

Whether consciousness consumes

a cer-

energy has not as yet been ascertained
by psycho-physiological experiment, but it is certain
that consciousness by itself is vo effective factor in the
motion of our limbs. This fact can be relied upon
since it has been proved by caireful investigation and
experiment.
Th. Ribot in his " Diseases of Will " distinguishes
tain

of

two things in voluntary action; the mechanism that
produces it and the state of consciousness that accompanies it. The instances which he cites prove beyond the shadow of a doubt that the mechanism can
also work automatically without the accompaniment
of consciousness; but consciousness has in itself no
efficacy.

We

are told,

that a

e. g.,

man

of a diseased

whose muscular motor-apparatus was sound, intended to take a glass of water for which he had called
and which was offered on a tray by a servant. Although
the patient struggled earnestly to show self-control,
he was unable to let his will pass into action. From
such and similar instances Th. Ribot concludes: The
I will
shows that a state of consciousness exists, but
will

'

'

this

does not constitute the situation.

The

by a consensus,

'

I will

which
perhaps after a longer deliberation the stronger moBut the execution of
tives overrule the weaker ones.
the verdict which in the sane man is effected without
difficulty, can be produced only through the mechanism of the will. From this mechanism will derives
its force, and if the mechanism is deranged, the exis

like the verdict of a jury

ecution of the will
'

See Open Court,

is

prevented.*

p. 490, "

Th. Ribot

c

in

XHE OPEN COURT.
although having in

Consciousness,

making

ficiency for

will

itself

no

ef-

pass into act, cannot, for

be considered as a superfluous element.
nothing redundant in Nature; how could consciousness be a superfluous factor? Consciousness
may be compared to a light. It affords in novel and
difficult situations the possibilitj' of circumspection.
The light in a machine room will enable the attendant
workman to regulate properly the motions of the engine; but the light has no locomotive power in itself
which can produce action. If the engineer is a novice
he cannot do his work without light, but the expert
knows how to direct the lever even in the dark. The
consciousness of mental states may be indispensable
for a proper- iftrfc/ic>n of our will, but it does not
possess motive power.
this reason,

There

is

We
many

gladly notice in Professor Cope's essay that in

respects our scholarly contributor agrees with

He

We

may

Professor Cope ends in occultism. What he calls " a
mental act" consists: first, of consciousness which has
no motive power in itself, and second, of energy (act)
which is motive power. Confounding the mental attitude of consciousness with the energy expended in
acts, he declares: "Will, then, as a mental act directed
towards the non-mental environment of the mind, controls the

movements (energy)

of that environment.

This

statementmay be called occultism, and I suppose, justly.
But such is the fact, and in that fact we perceive one
of the especial characteristics of mind as compared
with energy and matter."
If a question is answered in a manner which maintains the view of occultism, this is to my mind a certain sign that the problem is not yet solved.
From
the monistic standpoint as explained above,

no

difficulty in the

stood)

mind

problem as

how

to

controls matter.

It

is

(if

I

can see

properly under-

true that there are

rective character of consciousness, so far as

many things which are not as yet understood, and which
demand the careful observation of physiologists and

realized,

psychologists, but there

this view.

says: "

better realize the di-

it can be
by expressing the fact as I have done in the
language, 'that energy may be conscious.' This relieves us of the dualistic idea, that a something (consciousness) can exist apart from energy and matter,
and influence them from the outside. This is not the

The

state of the case.

and energy may
proper

lie

conditions.

situation

conscious,

Under

this attribute disappears."

is

monistic; matter

and remain so under

certain other conditions

And

later

on Prof. Cope

declares that " the effort of accomplishing the result

The

must be learned.
tion of molecular

control consists in the construc-

mechanism by which the

mately performed without

We

also

says; "

fully

The

act

is ulti-

of

consciousness."

agree with Professor

Cope when he

effort

consumes energy, but the dithe execution by that will has no me-

act of willing

rection given to

chanical equivalent."

But we are at a loss how to conform this monistic
view with other propositions which must be considered
as unequivocal dualism. Although consciousness, it
is maintained, does not exist apart from energy and
matter. Professor Cope objects to the view " that
with the disappearance of protoplasm from the universe,
mind would disappear; and that the development and
extension of mind depend on the production and distribution of protoplasm."

Protoplasm,

it

must be mentioned, means the

ing substance which

other planets

but

we do

is

the basis of organic

may be found

life.

On
liv-

when Professor Cope speaks
of " a primitive or supreme person," he can only mean
.a supernatural God, whom, as I judge from other pubhe considers as absolute mind.

With such contradictory statements

it is

world of ours, and we are not driven to believe in
metaphysic qualit)' which is not correlated with the
quantity of energ}' it expends in so acting."
From the dualistic standpoint which makes of
mind a thing apart from matter and energy, the problem as to how mind controls matter (like so many others)
must appear as a most occult and incomprehensible
mystery. Dualism thus makes of a natural phenomp. c.
enon "an extra-physical process."
"a

NEW

A

BY

RELIGION.
*

*

*

The Creeds of old are crumbling;
And were their revelation
The only hope in living
Life would be desolation.

But

lo!

a

new

religion

Bursts from the germs decaying;

A new
Is

faith in our

bosoms

growing, light-displaying.

Great truths with broader outlook
New missions Lave created.

By

purified Religion

souls are elevated.

liv-

ing substance. Moreover,

lications of his,

no philosophical obscurity

this

Our

other kinds of protoplasm,

not expect to find mind independent of

is

Accordingly there is no need of any
supposition which searches for an explanation outside
in the matter.

natural that

New

aims,

new hopes, new

doctrines.

Old prophecies fulfilling!
And through our hearts is rapture
Of progress warmly thrilling.

We

have no holy scriptures.
lore is not dogmatic;
In vague spheres transcendental

Our

Our creed

is

not erratic.
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Bonaventure.
a Prose] Pastoral of Arcadian Louisiana. " By
George W. Cable. New York: 1888. Charles Scribner's Sons.
The author of "The Grandissimes " and "Old Creole Days"
has enriched American literature by another original work of
"Bonaventure" is worthy of Mr. Cable's
his Southern Muse.
renown, and will, it is to be expected, still more enlarge the circle

do not combat freedom

nor that of science.
Nay, both with our religion
art,

Are joined

Though

in firm alliance.

high, our aspiration

concrete and

Is yet

To render
Is our

life

sublime

COURT.

of his readers.

real.

Girard's

more noble

Will and Girard College Theology. By

Westbrook,

ideal.

D. D., LL. D.

Philadelphia:

1888.

Richard B.
Published

by the author.

Of this denomination
Are they, in life's confusion

The chapters which make up

Who

further human progress
And sweep away illusion.

Who

have

*

ideals, dearer

Than self and self-existence.
And love them, although knowing
Their vast, enormous distance;

Thinkers who muse and ponder,
Instructors theoretic;

And

poets, whose ideas
Are radiantly prophetic;

The

warrior,

who

for

Freedom

Fights and for Freedom dieth;

The great, whose noble fortune
With their souls' greatness vieth;
The hand, who with

heart's trouble

he,

instruction in Girard College

The

to promote
"the purest principles of morality," In the different chapters,
the case is stated and the defence of the directors examined.
The question whether sectarian dogmas are essential to morality
is thoroughly discussed, and Mr. Westbrook's answer is summed
up in one sentence: "Ethical culture is what Girard College
needs." The appendix contains all the main clauses of Girard's
Will (in part) and the opinion of the Supreme Court given in 1844
in the

Girard Will Case.

In the Revue Philosophique for May, 1888, M. A. Binet discusses the problem of the muscular sense according to recent investigations of hysteria.

the Author of the Story of Margaret Kent.

&

Co.

success of the story of Margaret Kent raised high expec-

any subsequent work that might come from the same
writer's pen, and Queen Money is a story that will help establish
It is a
the name which the author has already so worthily won.
novel of New York society life, told with spirit and intelligence,
utterly without plot, but showing unusual skill in characterization,
containing many pages of bright and earnest dialogue and conveying
As is inevitable in this class of novels we have
a wholesome moral.
the usual range of characters, in EUery Kendal, the bold unscrupulous young broker, Clayton White, the accomplished man of
letters and agreeable cynic, Fanny Brockway, a married flirt. Otto
March, the high-souled young hero, Lucy Florian, the redeeming
angel of them all, whom all the young men of the book fall in love
tations of

with, but

The

who

reserves herself for the hero.

compounded

of artistic

is

purely negative.

NOTES.
The Sunday
on the 27th

Gen. M. M. Trumbull spoke upon The CeleHis address was so powerful that
'

of Decoration day.'

bration

even

inst.

lectures of the Ethical Society of Chicago closed

men

present had difficulty in restraining the tears in their

would have been no criterion for commendation,
had not at the same time been entirely free
from sentimentality. It was a sober expression of the ethical conception in the custom of decorating the graves of our veterans.
When the general had finished, Mr. Salter addressed the audience.
He spoke of the issues at stake in times of peace, and especially of
present dangers, resulting from corruption and a lack of true pubWe hope that we shall be able to publish the important
lic spirit.
They deserve the attention of all wellpassages from it in full.
meaning citizens throughout the country.

eyes.
if

But

this

the address

OBITUARY.
M.

Giiyaii,

the author of several works on moral and religious

on the 31st of March last, in Menton, France. His
work LJirreligion dc I'avenir produced a great sensation in
France as well as abroad, and made him the object of many vioThe death of this brilliant and gifted author was
lent attacks.

topics, died

untamlonging, and a de-

portrait of the child Ethel, inheritor of a strange

able nature, equally

Mr. Binet's result

observation of hysteria-patients does not furnish us with any

which irrevocably demonstrates the existence of a muscular
producing a sensation concomitant with the current in
M. Charles Richet contributes an essay on
the motor nerves.
'Psychic Reflexes.' Social questions are treated by M. Ch. Secretan who presents the advantageous and disadvantageous aspects
of a normal working day in his essay, La fottrnee iioriiinle.

who kindly comforts
who gladly shareth

Ticknor

palpable violation of the condi-

and not well adapted

sense,

BOOK REVIEWS.
Boston:

is in

tions of the Will of the Founder,

fact

sick,

By

originally deliv-

and attracted considerable public attention at that time. The
author of this book is not unfriendly to the Bible or to Christianity
but he believes that their greatest enemies are those who unwitAs a theologist and
tingly claim for them what they are not.
lawyer, he thoroughly believes that the present system of religious

His bread with his poor neighbor.
Our badge and symbol beareth.

Queen Money.

book were

of The IVestbrook Free Lectureship in the hall of our City Institute,

The

For wife and children toileth;
The man, who doth his duty
E'en if his fate him foileth;

And
The

this

ered, in substance, as popular lectures in the last spring course

praved aspiration to shine in society before fairly out of the nursery, is the most original character in the book, piquing curiosity as to her future development which her early death brings to
a sudden halt.
c. P. w.

last

very premature.
of his life

He

— although

died in his thirty-third year, yet the period

very short

name famous throughout

— was

long enough to

the literary world.

make

his
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on the condition that you procure for us at once what
.Struvelius has begged of you. For we have clearly

CHAPTER Xr/.—Conlin
Laura hastened out

When

the Magister entered,

seen that you possess the

strip, and if you still refuse we
have cause to suspect that you have acted dishonorably in Ihe matter."

shall

back the prisoner.

to bring

Frau Struvelius looked
made up her mind

Knips looked

so imploringly at Use, that the latter

on the negotiation.
" Magister, we have set our hearts upon having this
bit of manuscript with which the professors have been
so much occupied, and as you know about it, we request
your help to obtain it."
submissive smile played over the lips of Magister

Knips.

"We

wish to buy

we beg

" and

of

you

it,"

interposed Frau Struvelius;

have the money necessary for

shall

You

undertake the purchase.

to

it."

Forgetting their agreement in her intense

anxietj™,

she put her hand into her purse and counted one louis

on the

d'or after another
terrified,

and tugged

table,

till

Laura sprang

up,

Knips again laid his head on his shoulder, and fixed
upon the small fingers of the Professor's wife,
from which fell one gold piece after another.
" This, and still more, shall be yours," cried Frau
Struvelius, "if you will procure me the parchment."
The Magister fumbled in his pocket for his handkerchief, and wiped his forehead.
« It must be- well known to the ladies," he said,
plaintively, " that I have to read many proof-sheets, and
his eyes

to

work

late into the

night before

I

can earn the tenth

what you lay before me. It is a great tempme; but I do not believe that I can obtain the

portion of
tation t3

parchment; and

strip of

if

I

should succeed,

only be upon the condition that

it

" I shall

go

mother, and

tell

I fear it will

shall not get into the

hands of any of the professors, but be destroyed here

in

your presence.
" Go out again, Magister Knips," cried Laura, springing up, " and leave your hat here that you may not

The Magister

disappeared for

Again the women put
"

He

know
"

second

time.

their heads together.

has the parchment, and he can produce

that

We

fitting

the

it;

we

now," exclaimed Laura.

cannot agree to his offer," said Use.

" It

is

not

for us to take possession of the parchment;

it

must be examined by our husbands, and then returned
to the

"

I

Magister."

beg of you

to take

Laura, "and permit
him, for

my

away

me now

patience

is

at

to

all

this

money,"

cried

adopt another tone with

an end."

She opened

the

Come in, Magister Knips. Listen attentively to
me. You have refused, and the money has disappeared,
all but two pieces, which may still be yours; but only

door: "

hands implor-

directly," continued

her that there

is

Laura, " to your

an end to

all

connec-

We,

in

our

street, are

not the sort of

we

people to allow ourselves to be hoodwinked, and
value good conduct in the neighborhood.

Therefore,

know Laura Hum-

procure the parchment, or you shall
mel."

Thus spoke Laura with flaming
her

little

ishment

hand
at

at the

eyes, and clenching
Use looked with aston-

Magister.

her determined friend.

If a discourse

is

to be

speech was a pattern, for

it

judged by its effect, Laura's
worked most disturbingly on

He had grown up among the people
and customs of that littie street, and could well appreciate the consequences which Laura's hostility would
the Magister.

exercise on the needy circumstances of his private

life.

He, therefore, struggled for a time for words, and at
last began, in a low voice:
" As even Miss Laura suspects me, I am undoubtedly
compelled to

tell

how

small traveling peddler

the

affair

who

carries about

stands.

I

know

a

with him var-

—

wood-cuts, miniatures, and also fragments of old manuscripts, and anything of the kind that
comes in his way. I have frequently obtained him customers, and given him information upon the value of
rare things.
This man, during his stay here, showed me
a collection of old parchment leaves, concerning which
he was already, he said, in negotiation with a foreigner.
Attention being drawn to the double writing on the
leaves, the strip appeared noteworthy to him, and to me
also.
I read some of it, as far as could be made out
through the paste that lay upon it; and I begged him at
least to lend me the parchment that I might show
it

to

our

men

Struvelius,

of learning.

I

carried

He

told

me he would

not

it

to Professor

I

might perhaps
went again to the

sell

the strip outright,

and as he judged that

be worth the trouble of examining,
dealer.

Translation Copyrighted.

his

between her and our house; and I shall go over to
Herr Hahn, and tell him of your conduct, that he may
set your brother at you.
Your brother is in business,
and knows what is upright; and if he does not see it in
that light, Herr Hahn will, and that would not be to the
advantage of your brother. Finally, I tell you further,
I will at once send over for Fritz Hahn and tell him
everything, and then he shall deal with you. Fritz
Hahn will get the better of you, you know, and so do
I, for he always did when we were children.
I know

ious antiquities

escape us."

and raised

tion

you, Magister.

her shawl from behind.

at

terrified,

ingly.

to carry

A
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but he should like something to be written concerning
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it,

as that

my

into

to take

its

his return.

away with him.

I

value; and he delivered it
This week he came again

know whether it is
take this money for

do not

The

ladies

at his

at

Hahn

I

this statement,"

the lady will not be angry

if I

speak out.

has always been very friendly to me,
feared that he might take it amiss if I did not first
him such a discovery. But Professor Struve-

Professor

show

hear

all

Werner

has also a claim to my gratitude, for he has grame the proof-sheets and table of con-

lius

ciously intrusted to

new

tents of his

of offending

great edition.

two valuable

I

am, therefore,

in fear

exclaimed Frau Struvelius.
"We hope, Magister, that you will repeat your
words before others who can understand the import of

<hem

better than

we

do," said Use.

The Magister
"

expressed his willingness timidly.
must, nevertheless, procure the parch-

But you

ment," interposed Lauri».
Knips shrugged his shoulders.
he said; "but

I don't

"If

know whether

the

it

possible,"

is

man

will give

it

Frau Struvelius was again putting her hand into her
pocket; but Use held it back, and Laura cried out:
"

We

will give

by

the determination of his judges, "as doubts have been
its

genuineness, the parchment

some of its value

But

for the dealer.

not to bear any malice against

me

share which, without any fault on

has grieved

It

if

I

may have

lost

should succeed

respectfully entreat

in being of service to you, I

in this sad business.

Use related the adventure to her husband, and Felix
with astonishment at the role which the learned
factotum had played in the tragedy.
On the following morning the Magister made his
appearance before the Professor. Breathless he drew
out of his pocket the unfortunate strip of parchment,
and carried it with bowed head and outstretched hand,
bending lower and lower, humbly and imploringly, from
the door to the writing-table of the Professor.
" I venture to bring this to you, rather than encoun-

hands of

my

part, I

have had

me much the whole
Werner

has

:

believe you, for

it is

a dreadful feeling to have

deceived others, even unintentionally."

who had

established herself as president

of the council, decided shortly:

beg

that

possessor."

him severely, he began
What he said was
not improbable. The name of the doubtful trader was
known to the Professor. He was aware that he had
been staying in the town during the course of the last
few weeks, and from the numerous communications that
Knips had had with this man in the interest of his patrons, there was nothing extraordinary in their intimacy
The Professor examined the parchment carefully. If
a masterly

all

who

way

;

it

had been carried out

in

but Knips produced a microscope from

his waistcoat pocket,

the

and pointed out how, by means of

shadowy

have taken part

in this will

meet

I give you to that
here to-morrow at the same hour.
After
time, Magister Knips, to procure the parchment.

characters of the apparently most ancient

handwriting had been introduced over the words of the
church prayers, and had therefore been painted on at a
later period.

"

Your

strictures in the

Literary Gazette drew

attention to this, and early this morning,

the parchment,

I carefully

when

So

far as I

mitted to have a judgment in such things,

on

I

I

my

obtained

examined what had been

dered indistinct by the paste.

The

"I

new

a statement in defense of himself.

were to lose my respected patrons."
These words excited the compassion of his judges,
and Frau Struvelius said, kindly
if I

But Laura,

its

When the Professor examined

to share

We

Perhaps you will grayour wife into the

second time.

ciously deign to deliver this through

been printed, I have daily lamented that I ever set eyes
should sink into an abyss of
I
on the parchment.

"

which

listened

you

for the unfortunate

time; and since the criticism of Professor

misery

of his hand,

the magnifying glass, one could discover that sometimes

no more."

V Nevertheless," continued the Magister, impelled

raised of

palm

he modestly held under the edge of the table, made three
low bows, and took leave of the ladies.

there had been a forgery here,

for this sum."

an am-

to

the table, with one finger

pieces into the

ter the ladies for a

patrons."

This was unfortunate, certainly, and not improbable.
" Oh, do contrive that your husband may hear him,"

we come

See, therefore, that

family.

icable settlement."

drew the gold

each other.

knees embarrassed.

"Ah,

up

you, our washing withdrawn, and notice given to the

The Magister approached

looked

began Frau Struve"But why, Magister, did you beg my husband
lius.
to tell no one that the parchment came from you?"
The Magister turned on his chair and again looked

You

"

and

the expiration of this respite our house will be closed to

fear not."

I

it.

it

increase

till

be had, or whether he will

to

still

would

hands

COURT.

may
now

ren-

be perventure

your opinion that a forgery has been perpetrated

this strip."

Professor threw

it

aside.

you have ever had anything to do
with it, even though unintentionally you have done a
mischief, the painful effects of which you cannot fail to
This unsee.
I am sorry for it on your own account.
fortunate occurrence will throw a shadow over your life;
and I would give much to be able to wipe it away. For
"I regret

that

;

one another through much mutual
work, Magister, and I have always felt a sympathy in
your self-sacrificing activity in favor of others. In spite

we have known

THE OPEN COURT
Use looked
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her with a feeling of surprise,
made upon her by the learned

of your book-chaffering, which I do not approve of, ani
in spite of your waste of time in labors which might be

dress.

done by less efficient persons, I have always considered
you as a man whose extraordinary knowledge inspires

lady should have been so quickly obliterated by other

respect."

In the next number of the Literary Gazette there
appeared a short explanation by Professor Struvelius, in
which he honorably acknowledged that he had been deceived by undoubtedly a very expert deception, and that
he must be grateful to the acuteness and friendly activity

The humble Magister

and a smile

raised his head,

passed over his face.

have always. Professor, considered you

" I

among my distinguished

one,

me

to tell

that I

patrons,

have learnt too

Professor, the one to

whom

who

little;

as the

only

has the right
are also,

j-ou

venture to confess that

I

I

that the

first

after

impressio'i

feelings.

of his honored colleague
clearing

up of the

the obdurate Doctor.

ful laborer in that cause."

to

He

fell

back into his humble

he con-

attitude, as

has happened will be a lesson for

me

in

future."

demand more

I

"

sor,

of you.

First,

you must take the

hidden source from which this forgery has emanated,
for it can scarcely be the accidental idea of an unscrupu-

man

which
duty

in

at

;

may hope

it is

rather the

work

of an ill-directed industry,

time will produce more

evil.

Further,

it is

your

once to deliver the parchment to Professor Stru-

position, but

On

shivering upon the floor in the
poverty-stricken dwelling.

certain, to

some extent been concerned

the knavery," exclaimed the Doctor.
rejoined the Professor.

to the last

moment he

"His

fault has been,

cared more for his bargain

than for the discovery of the truth."
In the afternoon Frau Struvelius said to Use:
" What we have succeeded in obtaining has been

my husband. For it has convinced
he was deceived, while others discovered the

very painful for

him

that

true state of the case.

she

It is a cruel grief to a

wife

when

the instrument of bringing about such humiliation

is

him she loves

This sorrow I shall long continue
our husbands are so estranged from
one another, that a long time will elapse before their
to

Besides

to feel.

wounded
them

best.
this,

feelings will admit of a reconciliation, or allow

to cherish for

each other the respect which as colI hope, however, that the

he

sat

satisfaction

into a

and

laid the old

in

her black

books upon

Then he

it.

took up one old book after another, examined
title

and

last

page, stroked

it

caress-

on the heap
At last he seized an old Italian edition of a Greek autho^
with both hands, moved nearer to the lamp, and examined it leaf by leaf.
His mother called through the door:
" Leave your books and come from that cold room
to your supper."
" This book has not been seen. by any learned man for
two hundred years. They deny, ipother, that it is even
existing; but I have it in my hands^ it belongs to me!
This is a treasure, mother."
" What good will your treasure do you, poor youth?"
" I have it, mother," said the Magister, looking up
at the hard-featured woman, and his winking eyes glistened brightly. " To-day I have read some proof-sheets,
in which a man of note maintains that this volume which
it

—

hold here has never existed.

for

He

wishes the

'

never

be printed in italics, and I have so marked it
the compositor, though I know better."
" Are you coming?" called out the mother, angrily.

" Stop your work, your beer

The Magister
she walked slowly towards the door

in dis-

dark corner an old cigar chest of his
filled with many small bottles and

ingly with his hand, and then again laid

existed' to

A.S

of his

up

placed the lamp on a stool near him, and with secret

I

—

lay heaped

which was

paint-pots,

between -you and me should not suffer. I have
discovered the worth of your heart, and I beg of you
in spite of my unprepossessing manner, of which I am
well aware
to accept the friendship which I feel for
you."

unwarmed room

Books

by the wall and on the floor, and
surrounded by them, like an ant-lion in his den.

leagues they mutually owe.
relations

notice.

order, on the shelves

the binding, read the

of the Professor for the future.

"He has, I am

had brought another into

the worthlessness of the parchment, Magister Knips sat

He removed

up

come

concluded the Profes-

the evening of the decisive day which revealed

brother's,

and impart to him your discovery. You yourdo well to be more cautious in future in the
choice of the traders with whom you deal."
'In these views Knips fully acquiesced and departed,
whilst he imploringly besought the kind consideration

"No,"

in it,"

of a great scholar are not always
This quarrel of the scepter-bearing princes of
the University had not only introduced Use into a new

self will

that

that the disagreeable affair has

concerned

with a light heart.

velius,

in

all

fulfilled.

trouble of ascertaining through your acquaintance the

lous

We

an end for

But the hopes even

:

"

had contributed to the

" This explanation has been written by his wife," said

have secretly never ceased to esteem myself as a man of
I hope that you will not deny me the testilearning.
mony that I have always been a trustworthy and faith-

tinued
" What

who

matter.

room with

is

getting

flat."

rose unwillingly, slipped out of the

his felt shoes,

and seating himself

at the table

—
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helped himself to the scanty fare before him and without further ado began to eat.

"Mother," he

said to the

COURT.

woman, who was watching

The Science

"

Your

;

brother will

now pay

all

back, for

Hahn

my son," cried Frau Knips. " He
you are always industrious, quiet, and
collected, and even as a small boy you began to save."
" I have obtained for myself what was dear to me,"
said the Magister, looking toward his room, « and I
Do

not say so,

quite different;

have found much."

"Ah, what
child!" said the

"
ter,

and

mother coaxingly.

it,

my

making

them they treat me like a Roman
knows how often I correct their stupid
bad errors

in their Latin.

only for those

who have

But

do not do

I

No man

slave.

blunders, and the
it

deserved well of me.

for all
I let the

mistakes of the others remain, and I shrug my shoulders
All is not gold that
secretly at their empty heads.
glitters,"

he

said,

holding his thin beer complacently up

to the light, " and

I

alone

know

the value of many.

I

always correcting their miserable manuscripts, but do
I see how they torment
not correct their worst errors.
themselves, and the little they do know they pilfer from

am

One

other books.

sees that every

day, mother, and

one laughs in secret over the course of the world."
And Magister Knips laughed at the world.
(

To be continued.)
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